Love and Justice
Psalm 101

Verse 1:  Dm  Dm/C  Gm  Bb
Two feet walking, love and justice, rugged journey
Dm  Dm/C  Gm  Bb
Inside, outside, full attention, circle sweeping

Refrain:  Gm  C  Dm
Love and justice, love and justice
Gm  C  Dm
Love and justice, love and justice

Verse 2:  Dm  Dm/C  Gm  Bb
Two arms open-- love and justice-- to creation
Dm  Dm/C  Gm  Bb
Forests, mountains, every ocean, every nation

Verse 3:  Dm  Dm/C  Gm  Bb
Two perspectives-- love and justice-- come together
Dm  Dm/C  Gm  Bb
Moonrise, sunset, single kingdom, earth and heaven

Verse 4:  Dm  Dm/C  Gm  Bb
Two hands holding love and justice, world is learning
Dm  Dm/C  Gm  Bb
Elders smiling, babies nursing, spirit burning
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